BAWB’s Annual “Deal of the Year” Award Nomination Form

PLEASE COMPLETE BELOW & SEND IN ASAP either
via mail to:
BAWB, LLC
P.O. Box 1639, Sonoma, CA 95476
or via Fax to # 707-939-8476

We encourage you to submit some brief information about yourself and your profitable transaction. As some folks are simply too modest to nominate themselves perhaps you can nominate someone else that you might be aware of that profited nicely from one of their transactions during this past year?

Please Note: The Transactions / deals do not have to be some killer MILLION Dollar transaction. A simple but profitable transaction that was put together using various alternative and / or creative marketing, negotiating, and financing techniques that we strive to discuss at our meetings month in, month out is what we are looking to hear about.

Your nomination or the nomination of another person is VERY important to us! We appreciate your input.

Name of Nominee or dealmaker: _____________________________________________

Their Contact info if known: ________________________________________________

Brief outline of Transaction if known: (Where, What happen, How, etc.)_____________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Your Name (or Anonymous): _______________________________________________